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Abstract: Apache Sqoop is mainly used to efficiently transfer large volumes of data between Apache Hadoop and relational
databases. It helps to certain tasks, such as ETL (Extract transform load) processing, from an enterprise data warehouse to
Hadoop, for efficient execution at a much less cost. Here first we import the table which presents in MYSQL Database with the
help of command-line interface application called Sqoop and there is a chance of addition of new rows and updating new rows
then we have to execute the query again. So, with the help of our project there is no need of executing queries again for that we
are using Sqoop job, which consists of total commands for import and next after import we retrieve the data from hive using
Java JDBC and we convert the data to JSON Format, which consists of data in an organized way and easy to access manner by
using GSON Library.
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I.
INTRODUCTION
The arrival of Internet has resulted in fast growth of data size endlessly. Distributed, processing and storing of such large data sets
has turn out to be a challenge for the database industry. 'Big data' term is normally used for storing large data sets. Relational
Database Management Systems can’t handle such large data sets. For efficient storage of data and analysis we are shifting to
Hadoop. It is a framework for big data management and analysis. For data transferring process we need a connector in between
called Sqoop, which loads a table from RDBMS to HDFS and vice-versa. Enterprises are adapting large processing platforms, like
Hadoop, to understand actionable insights from their large amount of data. Query optimization is still an open challenge during this
environment because of the quantity and different types of data, comprising both structured and semi-structured datasets. Processing
big scale data within the many petabytes could also be a very difficult task. Solving the issues related to high volume data requires is
usually achieved by dividing the info and work to several computers which may all work together in parallel to finish the task
during a reasonable time. Hadoop had gained popularity in Parallel dataflow systems. These systems are mainly used for analyzing.
II.
EXISITING SYSTEM
The Query will be executed through HDFS using Sqoop and the data will be transferred but Sometimes for the purpose of updated
and newly added rows we need to execute the same query again and again. Executing again and again is very difficult and it results
in waste of time and we know Bigdata means a huge amount of data and it needs large and complex queries for analysis.
The format will be in Tables with rows and columns. For the large datasets it is tough to read the exact record column and ID of that
record.
III.
PROPOSED SYSTEM
In our proposed system, The Sqoop commands (used for data transfer from RDBMS to HIVE) will be stored in a Sqoop job and we
just need to execute the job for the data Retrieval from RDBMS. So, we no need to use the commands again and again for updated
and newly added rows. After that the data which migrated to hive tables will be taken to Java JDBC program and will be converted
to JSON format which is organized and easy to access manner.

Figure 1: Proposed System Architecture
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IV.
IMPLEMENTATION
The process of implementation of the project:
1) Choosing the Dataset that we want to import from MySQL to HDFS (Hive)
2) Creating a table in Hive with same Format of the Dataset present in MySQL.
3) Writing a Sqoop Job for dynamic transfer of Table data from MySQL to Hive table with same format.
Transferring of the table which present in MySQL database using Sqoop import command to Hive table with same format and later
MySQL table gets updated or added news rows to it. For that we are writing a Sqoop job for the dynamic import of data by just
executing the Sqoop job the updated and newly added data will be transferred automatically to the Hive table and it will replace the
old existing data in the table.
a) Using import command transferring the table data from RDBMS to Hive and check the data is transferred or not.
b) Importing updated Data using Sqoop Job with “Sqoop job –exec " command
c) Adding necessary dependencies in Maven project before accessing the data from Hive
d) Connecting Hive using JDBC and Accessing the Hive data
e) Final step is JSON conversion
f) Process for Conversion of Hive data to JSON Format using Gson library:
Coverting the parameters to java objects. Storing java objects in an Array List. Next converting each object in array list to Json
string. Storing all those Json strings in Json Array and converting that Json array to Json Object.

Figure 2: Data loaded from Hive Table using JDBC
A. Final Output for 3 records
{
"JsonFormatData": [
{
"id": 1,
"fname": "Richard",
"lname": "Hernandez",
"state": "Brownsville"
},
{
"id": 10,
"fname": "Melissa",
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"lname": "Smith",
"state": "Stafford"
},
{
"id": 100,
"fname": "George",
"lname": "Barrett",
"state": "Caguas"
}
]
}
V.
RESULT
Finally, creation of table in Hive, transforming data from RDBMS to HDFS using Sqoop Import, Creation of Sqoop job using
incremental last-modified for automatic import of data for updated and newly added data, accessing data from Hive table using
JDBC and conversion of accessed data to Json format are Completed.
VI.
CONCLUSION
In this work, we proposed a Dynamic transformation of data and JSON conversion. The main benefit of our proposed system is
Time efficiency and to improve the overall performance of the Execution, command need to be processed efficiently. As data is
being increasing day by day due to wide range use of social networking sites, the problem will raise like how to store, process,
manage, use all these large amounts of data by the use of big data a user can access the past, present data which has been stored and
analyzed from past years. Transforming of data from RDBMS to HDFS is easy now through Apache Sqoop efficiently. Sqoop
exchanges the data in little time and also the performance will be high.
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